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dent synaptic characteristics in
lamellar, multilayered alpha-MoO3 based two-
terminal devices – efficient way to control the
synaptic amplification†

Meenu Maria Sunny ab and R. Thamankar *b

Brain-inspired computing systems require a rich variety of neuromorphic devices using multi-functional

materials operating at room temperature. Artificial synapses which can be operated using optical and

electrical stimuli are in high demand. In this regard, layered materials have attracted a lot of attention

due to their tunable energy gap and exotic properties. In the current study, we report the growth of

layered MoO3 using the chemical vapor deposition (CVD) technique. MoO3 has an energy gap of 3.22 eV

and grows with a large aspect ratio, as seen through optical and scanning electron microscopy. We used

transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy for complete

characterisation. The two-terminal devices using platinum (Pt/MoO3/Pt) exhibit superior memory with

the high-resistance state (HRS) and low-resistance state (LRS) differing by a large resistance (∼MU). The

devices also show excellent synaptic characteristics. Both optical and electrical pulses can be utilised to

stimulate the synapse. Consistent learning (potentiation) and forgetting (depression) curves are

measured. Transition from long term depression to long term potentiation can be achieved using the

spike frequency dependent pulsing scheme. We have found that the amplification of postsynaptic

current can be tuned using such frequency dependent spikes. This will help us to design neuromorphic

devices with the required synaptic amplification.
Computation beyond von Neumann architecture is becoming
more and more attractive in the era of big data and the internet
of things. Brain inspired architecture is a way forward to achieve
highly efficient, low power consuming computing systems. This
can be done by means of in-sensor computing, spiking neural
network (SNN) and articial intelligence (AI).1–8 The advent of AI
and big data brings in challenges to the computing hardware
and systems. Conventional von Neumann computing systems
have the processor and memory in different physical locations
limiting the processing speed, particularly when dealing with
big data which consumes a lot of power, and it is also limited by
the data transfer between the memory and processor (the von
Neumann bottleneck) thus limiting the computing capability of
these platforms.9,10 In order to process such big data, the
existing hardware architecture following Moore’s law poses
serious challenges in embedding more and more memory and
processors in a given area or volume. In this sense, computing
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architectures designed with new ideas and new materials are
very much essential for highly efficient systems consuming
lesser power. Thinking of designing the very high density
architecture, inspiration can be taken from the human brain.
The human brain contains around 1011 neurons connected with
1015 synapses, and can perform complex computation with an
extremely small power consumption of 1–10 fJ per event.9,11–13

Our brain does this in a smart way by distributing the work into
different places in the brain. It is well established that neuron–
synapse form the fundamental pair in brain-inspired compu-
tation.14 As the action potential is reached at the presynaptic
region, the neuron transmits the information via synapses. This
way, it consumes extremely low power of ∼20 W. Synapses are
the units where the amplication and depression of the signal
occur resulting in the learning and forgetting effect in the
human brain. The strength of connection between two neurons,
called the synaptic weight, can be optimized. Emulating the
biological neuron–synapse–neuron activity in solid state devices
is at the heart of the design of bio-inspired computational
devices and systems. In an ideal scenario, Si-based neuro-
morphic devices and systems are required to make them
compatible to the already existing Si-based complementary
metal–oxide–semiconductor (CMOS) devices. Since the
conventional Si-based device miniaturization has reached
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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a bottleneck, new materials and device manufacturing are
needed for high-density, highly-efficient devices and
systems.15–17

Memristors or resistive switching memory devices are one of
the device architectures which have attracted a lot of attention
recently. These are simply, two terminal devices which store
information in the form of different resistance states. These
devices have shown long memory retention, non-volatile
switching and high data density.18 Interestingly, the resistive
switching devices are compatible for substituting the existing
complementary metal–oxide–semiconductor (CMOS) based
memory technology. A basic memristive device has two metal
electrodes and an insulating layer sandwiched between them
(M–I–M structure). The device can switch between a high-
resistance state and a low-resistance state by the application
of voltage.20–22 The switching materials used in the devices vary
from thin lms,23 low dimensional materials,24 and organic
materials.25,26 There are also reports on carbon dots, hydrogen-
bonded organic frameworks and graphene oxide based mem-
ristive devices.27–29 Among the most commonly used switching
materials, metal oxide based switching devices have fascinated
the scientic world due to the low power consumption, fast
switching and low operating voltages. Transition Metal Oxides
(TMOs) belong to the category of materials beyond graphene
and, among them, TiO2,30,31 WO3,32 VO2,33,34 STO,35–37 ZnO38 and
HfO2

39 have been used as active materials exhibiting reversible
resistive switching behaviour for non-volatile memory (NVM)
device applications. In these switching devices, the information
is stored between a high-resistance state (HRS) and a low-
resistance state (LRS). The switching mechanism in a device is
explained mainly based on the charge conduction behaviour in
a fabricated device such as ohmic conduction, trap assisted
charge conduction techniques, thermionic emission, and
hopping conduction methods. Usually, the current–voltage
characteristics in an LRS state are mostly ohmic.40 Molybdenum
oxide (MoO3) is a transition metal oxide which can be grown
easily in two dimensions. The electrical properties of such low
dimensional MoOx can be tuned by controlling the stoichiom-
etry.18 It has been conrmed that two dimensional MoOx grows
in two stable forms namely MoO2 and MoO3. MoO2 grows in
a distorted rutile-like monoclinic structure while MoO3 grows as
orthorhombic structure. Interestingly, MoO3 grows in the form
of a layered, large band gap semiconductor.19,20 The properties
of intermediate structures for MoO3−x can be tuned by
controlling the oxygen vacancies. Lamellar MoO3 can grow even
in ambient conditions by heating molybdenummetal in oxygen
ambient conditions.41,42 More controlled stoichiometry of MoO3

is achieved by growing in a chemical vapour deposition (CVD)
chamber by controlling the oxygen partial pressure. Recently,
large area growth of a-MoO3 has been achieved using the CVD
technique and successfully tested for optoelectronic applica-
tions.43,44 Two-dimensional MoO3 layers have been used as
a high-k dielectric to fabricate a Ni/WSe2 based transistor where
the MoO3 will inject holes into the WSe2 channel layer.45 This
study is focused on the utilisation of CVD grown lamellar MoO3

multilayered sheets as switching materials and incorporating
them as an active part of a synapse that mimics basic
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
functionalities of the biological synapse. In order to ensure the
uniform distribution of nanosheets for device fabrication, the
prepared multilayers are ultrasonicated for more than two
hours in ethanol.

We use as fabricated Pt electrodes (schematic is shown in
Fig. 1c) (Micrux technologies, SPAIN). Detailed information
about the electrodes used is given in Fig. S1 (see the ESI†). The
electrode system contains 150 pairs of Pt/Ti electrodes on
a glass substrate within a circular region spanning a diameter of
3 mm. Initially 50 nm thick titanium is used as a bottom layer
which acts as a wetting layer and then 150 nm thick platinum
electrodes create 150 pairs of electrodes separated by 5 mm. The
pre-patterned electrodes are cleaned using ethanol, acetone and
distilled water alternatively and dried. Finally, well-
characterised MoO3 multilayers which are uniformly distrib-
uted in ethanol are drop-casted into these electrodes and
annealed at 150 °C for 2 hours. The electrical measurements are
performed at room temperature using a Keysight B2902B source
meter, including both dc–voltage sweep and pulsed voltage
measurements.

1 Results and discussion

Lamellar MoO3 sheets were synthesised using the Chemical
Vapor Deposition technique (CVD) where, MoO3 powder was
used as the precursor (see Fig. 1a and b). 3 g of MoO3 powder
was taken in a quartz crucible and kept inside the hot zone
region of the CVD tube under an oxygen atmosphere of 100
sccm ow for 3 h at 750 °C and 2millibar pressure. We obtained
lamellar MoO3 with sizes ranging from a few millimeters to
centimeters in length (Fig. 1d) and this was carefully collected
from the cold zone of the CVD tube aer the chamber was
cooled to room temperature. A few milligrams of as-synthesised
material was sonicated for a duration of two hours in ethanol.
The product obtained was then cleaned and washed with
ethanol using centrifugation (1000 rpm/5 min), where the
residue was separated from the supernatant and dried. The
nal product was preserved in a glass vial for further charac-
terisation and device fabrication. Before investigating the elec-
trical properties and checking the synaptic properties, it is
necessary to establish the crystallographic phase of the layered
MoO3 prepared. Two of the most commonly known phases of
MoO3 are a-MoO3 and the metastable b-MoO3.19,46,47 As re-
ported, a spontaneous phase transition between b / a occurs
in the temperature range of 375–400 °C.48 The interesting phase
of MoO3 is the a-phase, so we kept the CVD chamber temper-
ature well above the phase transition temperature so that the
product phase is completely the a-phase and ruling out any
possibility of mixed phase formation. A typical XRD-pattern
obtained for the large multilayered MoO3 samples is shown in
Fig. 1e. The strongest diffraction peaks are found at 2q values of
12.3°, 22.9° and 38.5° corresponding to the (020), (040) and
(060) crystallographic planes, respectively. As shown in Fig. 1f,
the layered MoO3 grow with very high aspect ratio which is
essential for our purpose. The UV-vis spectroscopy done on such
layered MoO3 shows that the energy gap is ∼3.22 eV as shown
using the Tauc plot (inset Fig. 1e).49 Transmission electron
RSC Adv., 2024, 14, 2518–2528 | 2519



Fig. 1 (a) Schematic diagram of the CVD furnace used for preparation of the MoO3 nanosheets. The growth of nanosheets is done in the
presence of oxygen partial pressure. Various temperature zones are indicated. (b) The typical temperature sequence employed during the
synthesis of layered MoO3. (c) The two-terminal device configuration where prefabricated Pt electrodes are used. The inter-electrode gap is 5
mm. (d) Photograph showing the typical growth of few centimeter long layered MoO3 around the quartz tube at the hot–cold zone interface.
These nanosheets are collected carefully from the CVD furnace. (e) The X-ray diffraction pattern of the layered MoO3. The typical XRD pattern
indicates growth along the [010] direction indicated by strongest peaks at 2q ∼ 12.3°, 22.9° and 38.5°. Inset shows the Tauc plot used for
calculation of the energy gap ∼3.22 eV. (f) Individual lamellar MoO3 with large aspect ratio are seen in the high resolution scanning electron
image. (g–i) Results of transmission electronmicroscopy of MoO3. The high resolution TEM images show theMoO3 lattice growing along the (10)
and (01) directions. The Fourier transform of the topography image clearly indicates bright spots along the (10) and (01) directions indicating the
growth directions.
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microscopy images shown in Fig. 1g–i reveal that the MoO3

grow in the form of sheets and atomically resolved images
suggest that layers grow along [01] and [10] showing ortho-
rhombic MoO3 sheets. The Fourier transform of the topography
image clearly indicates the bright spots along [01] and [10]
clearly indicating the growth of orthorhombic MoO3 sheets. A
detailed calculation of the lattice fringes is shown in ESI
Fig. S1.† From the average distance between the spots along the
(10) and (01) directions, we nd that the real lattice dimensions
are 0.276 nm along the (10) direction and 0.274 nm along the
(01) direction. A detailed analysis of the TEM images is shown in
Fig. S1 in the ESI.† To determine the chemical composition and
the chemical states of the MoO3 surfaces, X-ray photoelectron
2520 | RSC Adv., 2024, 14, 2518–2528
spectroscopy (XPS) was performed over the lamellar layers and
is shown in Fig. 2. The survey scan shows the characteristics
peaks of molybdenum (Mo), oxygen (O), trace amounts of
carbon (C) and then the O-KLL Auger peaks. A high resolution
scan was conducted in order to determine the valence band
edge of the MoO3 sample (inset Fig. 2a). The valence band edge
is found to be at 2.79 eV (x-intercept of the red line scan of
increasing intensity). The overall intensity at this low energy
scan can be tted with multiple peaks located at 4.68 eV, 6.47 eV
and 8.56 eV respectively. The broad intensity observed in the
energy range between 1 eV to 6 eV is due to metallic Mo coming
from Mo-4d and Mo-5s orbitals,.50,52 while O-2p orbital contri-
bution is observed between 4 eV to 10 eV indicating there is
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 2 Detailed XPS analysis of layered MoO3: (a) survey scan of MoO3. The inset shows the detailed scan of the valence band edge. The line fit
shows that the valence band edge is 2.79 eV from the Fermi level. Multipeak fitting reveals the presence of peaks at 4.68 eV, 6.47 eV and 8.56 eV
which can be assigned to metallic Mo (4d and 5s) orbitals, O-2s orbitals with strong overlapping of Mo-4d and O-2s orbitals. (b) High resolution
binding energy scan of Mo-3d orbitals. (c) High resolution binding energy scan of O-1s orbitals. (d) Adventitious carbon peaks (AdC) reveal the
energy levels of single bonds and double bonds between carbon and oxygen atoms.
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a strong overlap between the Mo-4d and O-2p orbitals in the
MoO3 as expected in the pure a-MoO3. It is to be noted that we
do not see the doublet near to the Fermi energy which is asso-
ciated with the presence of MoO2 phase in the sample.50 High
resolution narrow scans are done at the binding energy range of
the Mo-3d core level and oxygen-1s core levels to identify the
chemical states of the elements (Fig. 2b and c respectively).
Well-resolved Mo-3d5/2 and Mo-3d3/2 levels due to spin–orbit
splitting occur at 232.58 eV and 235.68 eV respectively. These
are doublet states of molybdenum in the Mo6+ state. The energy
gap betweenMo-3d5/2 andMo-3d3/2 levels is 3.1 eV and the areas
under the curve are in the ratio of 3 : 2 indicating clearly that the
MoO3 has molybdenum in the Mo6+ oxidation state. We do not
see the corresponding peak for Mo5+ occurring at lower binding
energies as seen in the literature.51 A clear peak at 530.48 eV
shown in Fig. 2c is due to the O2− ions present in the MoO3

layers. The binding energy peak at 530.48 eV of oxygen clearly
conrms lattice oxygen rather than oxygen defects. If we
consider the small shoulder at 532.68 eV of the oxygen peak,
which is coming from the nonlattice oxygen, the concentration
of such nonlattice oxygen content is about 9.45% which we
consider as very low. This is due to the higher partial pressure of
oxygen we have used during the growth of MoO3 wherein oxygen
vacancies are compensated most efficiently. We do not observe
any adsorbed water molecules on the MoO3 layer which would
show up as OH–MoO3 resulting in the reduction of MoO3 to
MoO2.51 The peak at 284.52 eV shown in Fig. 2d corresponding
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
to the C-1s peak is from the standard for the corrections to the
data obtained from the XPS (adventitious carbon peaks (AdC)).
We can also observe the C–O and C]O bonds completely
coming from the adventitious carbon present during the
investigation. From the XPS spectrum, we can infer that our
CVD grown MoO3 layers are close to MoO3 stoichiometry with
the possibility of having a small oxygen deciency.52
2 Conduction mechanism and
memory devices

The uniformly dispersed MoO3 multilayers are dropcast onto
the prefabricated electrodes and the devices are post-annealed
at 150 °C for a few hours to remove all the solvent from the
devices. Typical nonlinear current–voltage characteristics can
be seen for Pt/MoO3/Pt as shown in Fig. 3a. The device operates
at very low current (few nA), which is very much essential for our
purpose, and can be attributed to the highly compensated
MoO3 lattice. Even though abrupt resistive switching is not seen
in our devices as seen in vertical devices, the analog switching
shown by our devices can be used for multi-state operation.
Here one should note that the hysteresis is still very small but
consistently observed in the devices. In the case of the Pt/MoO3/
Pt device, there is an asymmetry in the current–voltage char-
acteristics. To understand the conduction mechanism, the
current–voltage characteristics are tted according to
RSC Adv., 2024, 14, 2518–2528 | 2521



Fig. 3 (a–c) show current–voltage characteristics of Pt/MoO3/Pt based devices. (a) Typical nonlinear I–V curve with very small hysteresis shown
by device. (b) In the high-resistance state, the conduction is due to Schottky emission as indicated by linear ln(I) vs. V0.5 relation. (c) The linear
relation between ln(I) vs. ln(V) shows that there is ohmic conduction in the low-resistance state. (d–f) show the results of read–write–erase–read
measurements. (d) A few cycles of the READ–WRITE–READ–ERASE cycles used for measurements. The HRS/LRS state is indicated. (e) For
a WRITE voltage of 4 V, the stability of HRS/LRS states are tested for 1000 cycles. The read voltage used here is 1 V. (f) Stable HRS and LRS can be
seen for the Vp = H3.5 V retained for 1000 cycles.
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conduction mechanisms occurring at various voltage regimes.
For the tting of the HRS state (Fig. 3b), a linear relation
between ln(I) vs. V0.5 is obtained between the bias range from
0.5 V to 2.22 V. The corresponding slope of the curve is 2.26
indicating the Schottky emission in the HRS state. In the case of
the LRS state (Fig. 3c), a linear relation between ln(I) vs. ln(V)
with s = 1.2 conrms ohmic conduction. We adopted pulsed
voltage measurements to check the applicability of our devices
tomemory applications. Standard read–write–erase–read pulses
(WRITE at 4 V, READ at 1 V and ERASE at −3.5 V). As indicated
in Fig. 3d, clear ON/OFF states can be obtained for the chosen
pulse voltage. The device shows excellent stability with respect
to the high-resistance state (HRS) and low-resistance state (LRS)
within the∼nA range. The stability of HRS/LRS states have been
tested for up to 1000 cycles as indicated in Fig. 3e and the states
show excellent stability with HRS/LRS differing by ∼0.68 nA.
Since the device works in the low current regime, we tested our
device performance for still lower WRITE and ERASE pulses as
indicated in Fig. 3f so that we could operate it in a lower current
range. As shown in Fig. 3f, very stable HRS and LRS states can be
maintained over 1000 cycles with HRS–LRS states separated by
only ∼0.25 nA. For lower operating voltages, say H3 V, the
device also shows very stable HRS and LRS states with current
differing by 0.19 nA as shown in Fig. S2.† It is very important to
note that the devices show a stable WRITE/ERASE operation at
2522 | RSC Adv., 2024, 14, 2518–2528
lower current levels which are very important for all practical
purposes when using layered materials.

In a biological synapse, the information is transferred from the
presynaptic neuron to postsynaptic neuron via a biological
synapse. Information transmission occurs via the synapse when
a voltage stimulus is injected into the presynaptic neuron. The
synapse modulates this signal and the postsynaptic neuron
receives the signal. Similarly, here we apply a voltage pulse to the
electrode 1 which acts as a presynaptic neuron and the post-
synaptic current is monitored at electrode 2 (see Fig. S1† for the
correct identication of electrode 1 and electrode 2). We have
found that our lamellar a-MoO3 has an optical energy gap of
3.22 eV from the UV-vis measurements. Therefore a UV-LED of
375 nm is selected for the optical excitation of the synaptic device.
The excitatory postsynaptic current (EPSC) generated from our
MoO3 device is shown in Fig. 4a. A pulse voltage (7 V/200 ms) was
applied to the UV-LED and EPSC was detected. At the end of the
voltage pulse, the EPSC reached amaximum value EPSCmax= 1.66
nA and then decayed slowly and returned to the initial value within
1 s. This can be attributed to the short term memory in the device
due to the optical pulse. Similarly the optical synaptic excitation is
created by using a voltage pulse as shown in Fig. 4c. In this case
also, EPSC is observed when a positive (3 V/200 ms) pulse was
applied to the le electrode. EPSC again decays slowly taking
a longer time to attain the initial pre-pulse value (more than 5 s).
We have performed such measurements using both optical and
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 4 Excitatory postsynaptic current induced by both optical pulse
and electrical pulse. (a) An optical pulse of wavelength 375 nm/200ms
applied to the device. (b) Effect of optical pulse width on the EPSC
signal. (c) The EPSC obtained in the device using 3 V electrical pulse.
Inset shows clear LTP characteristics. (d) Effect of electrical pulse width
on the EPSC signal.

Fig. 5 Frequency dependent EPSC measurements. (a) Frequency
dependent EPSC measured for Pt/MoO3/Pt device. Fifteen voltage
pulses are applied at various frequencies. The inset shows the EPSC
when the device is triggered at 10 Hz. (b) The ratio of PSC for the 15th
and first pulse. Yellow shaded region shows the EPSC from no-gain to
100% gain. (c and d) Transition from a short-term depression to long-
term depression can be seen by operating the device at different spike
frequency. At lower frequency (1 Hz), the PSC decays to the initial state
within a few seconds while for the device operated at 16 Hz, the PSC is
retained for more than 20 s.
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electrical pulses with various pulse widths and the EPSC has been
plotted as a function of pulse width. The results are shown in
Fig. 4b and d. An exponential increase in the EPSC is seen in both
cases with characteristic time constants soptical∼ 192 s and selectrical
∼ 303 s. Any synaptic device fabricated must be checked for the
frequency dependent synaptic weight update. Because individual
device can show long-term potentiation and long-term depression
depending on the spike frequencies. Here, we use the terms
“spike” and “excitatory postsynaptic current (EPSC)” for depicting
the voltage pulse and the measured transient current aer the
pulse respectively, to express the emulation of biological synaptical
activity. The frequency dependent plasticity (FDP) is a specic
feature of memristive devices where the synaptic weight update
depends on the frequency of applied voltage pulses.53–56 This
behaviour is modelled using the Bienenstock–Cooper–Munro
(BCM) learning rule.57–59 and explains the onset of long-term
potentiation (LTP) and long-term depression (LTD). Long-term
potentiation and long-term depression can be stimulated in
a memristive device by modifying the spike frequencies. The
devices are stimulated by a given number of voltage pulses at
various frequencies and the postsynaptic current is measured with
respect to time. We applied 15 voltage pulses of xed pulse voltage
Vp = ±3 V and varied the frequency from 1 Hz to 16 Hz. Fig. 5a
show the results of such measurements for Pt/MoO3/Pt. It is clear
that for the spike frequency of 1 Hz, the EPSC gradually reduces,
indicating a long-term depression (LTD). The EPSC reduced from
0.609 mA to 0.478 mA for the Pt/MoO3/Pt device. As the spike
frequency increased to 2 Hz, we observed an enhancement in the
EPSC. Further increase in the spike frequency resulted in a clear
increase in the EPSC, indicating that the device exhibits long-term
potentiation (LTP). This change can be explained by considering
the temporal effect of pulses on the post-synaptic current. The
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
temporal effect increases as the applied spike frequency increased
which clearly mimics the biological synapse where the diffusive
Ca2+ ion concentration determines the short-term plasticity. One
such demonstration of controlled short-term plasticity was shown
in an SiOxNy:Ag memristor. Here, controlled diffusion of Ag+ ion
from the Ag clusters has been attributed to the short-term plas-
ticity. Applied electric eld would enhance the diffusion of the Ag+

ions and relaxing to original current level when the applied eld is
taken out. The diffusive dynamics of the Ag+ ions could generate
a transition from LTD to LTP and again LTD in suchmemristors.60

We have performed such controlled change from LTD to LTP with
spike frequency. We attribute the phenomenon to the regulated
creation of oxygen vacancies in the layered MoO3 contributing to
enhanced conduction giving rise to LTP and then relaxation when
the pulse voltage is absent. Similar spike frequency dependence of
the post-synaptic current has been reported in various memristive
devices. Especially when the spike rate-dependent plasticity (SRDP)
increases with the spike frequency, the devices can be used for
high-pass lters applications.61,62

For clarity, we show the EPSCmeasured for a spike frequency
of 10 Hz for Pt/MoO3/Pt in the inset of Fig. 5a where A1 and A15
are the amplitude of measured EPSC for the rst pulse and
eenth pulse respectively. The PSC aer the rst voltage pulse
denoted as A1 is 0.365 mA and the synaptic current amplitude
for A15 is 0.446 mA.We calculate the synaptic gain as ratio A15/A1
of the Pt/MoO3/Pt device. As shown in Fig. 5b, the synaptic gain
is almost constant for the various spike frequencies used in our
investigation. This might be due to the fact that the rst 15
pulses will already create a potentiation which will later saturate
for a further increase in the number of pulses. To check if the
RSC Adv., 2024, 14, 2518–2528 | 2523
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EPSC increases with the frequency for smaller number of pul-
ses, we chose 10 pulses and repeated the experiment for
different frequencies. As seen in Fig. 5b, the EPSC shows
a marked different trend compared to the larger number of
pulses. The EPSC increases linearly with the frequency of the
spikes. This kind of pulse frequency dependence is termed as
spike rate-dependent plasticity (SRDP). From our results, it is
established that SRDP can be achieved for various frequencies
with a smaller number of pulses. For the chosen 10 pulses,
SRDP increases by 20% as the frequency of voltage pulses
increased from 1 Hz to 16 Hz.63 It is interesting to note that
there exists a cut-off frequency (fcutoff) below which the (A10/A1)
is less than 100% indicating LTD at lower frequencies. If the
spike frequency is above this cutoff, then we will get EPSC
amplication. The change in the EPSC from STM to LTM can be
understood by considering the spike dependent activation of
oxygen vacancies. When the spike frequency is too low, a fewer
number of oxygen vacancies can be activated and be driven to
the other electrode. This results in reduced EPSC and is
considered as LTD. When higher spike frequency used, then
more and more oxygen vacancies are activated thus giving rise
to enhancement of the EPSC resulting in LTM. In psychology,
there are two synaptic plasticities discussed oen namely short-
termmemory (STM) and long-termmemory (LTM). In particular
STM lasts for a very short period of time due to weak potenti-
ation while LTM persists for more hours due to strong poten-
tiation. By changing the frequency, the STP-to-LTP transition or
the other way has been measured in many cases. In the case of
Pt/MoO3/Pt devices, we have observed long-term potentiation
when the applied spike frequencies increase. In the Pt/MoO3/Pt
device, apart from the SRDP gain, we also found that there is
a transition from STP to LTP as spike frequency is varied from
1Hz to 16 Hz frequency. As shown in Fig. 5c, for spike frequency
1 Hz, we nd that the PSC returns back to its pre-spike value
within 2 s. When the spike frequency is 16 Hz, the PSC is
retained for more than 20 s as shown in Fig. 5d. This can be
considered as LTP and we have shown a transition from STP to
LTP. In general, for the lower spike frequency case, aer each
spike, enough time is available for the PSC to decay to the
original level or close to the original level. This implies that
applying multiple pulses has negligible effect on the cumulative
PSC. This also gives rise to STP aer the pulse train is applied.
When the spike frequency is higher, between each voltage spike
there is not enough time for the PSC to decay before the next
pulse arrives. Thus the accumulation of post-synaptic current
will also be higher for a given number of voltage spikes. At the
end of the pulse train, we see a higher PSC (indicated by the
blue dotted line in Fig. 5b). Generally such transition from STP
to LTP is observed in the optical synapses. We are successful in
getting this transition in the electronic synapse. It is noteworthy
that the spike stimulation adopted here from frequency
dependent plasticity results in the synaptic weight update
precisely matching with the biological synapse. This suggests
that the synaptic weight update is highly dependent on the
presynaptic spiking rate and thus the reiterative spike voltages
with higher frequencies will lead to higher synaptic weight.
2524 | RSC Adv., 2024, 14, 2518–2528
3 Emulating the biological synapse

Aer understanding the MoO3 and the conduction mechanism
in such devices, we tested the suitability of the devices for
neuromorphic applications. Fig. 6a and b show schematic
diagrams of the similarity between the biological synapse and
an articial synapse. Our devices based on MoO3 will act as an
articial synapse. In the case of the biological synapse, the
signal transmission takes place via synaptic connections once
an action potential approaches the neuron–synapse junction.
When the signal approaches the synapse from the pre-synaptic
neuron, neurotransmitters are released through the synapse
and a post-synaptic signal (PSC) is generated in the second
neuron. During the transmission through the synapse, the
signal will be either amplied or compressed. This modulation
of the signals is called the synaptic weight which results in the
learning and forgetting processes in the biological synapse. A
similar performance is replicated in the solid state devices by
applying constant potential pulses with a given pulse width
while the current is monitored with respect to time which forms
the post-synaptic current. Depending on the polarity of the
pulse voltages applied, it is possible to get the learning and
forgetting characteristics in the devices. In the case of Pt–MoO3,
we apply a series of negative pulses for potentiation and positive
voltages for depression. The action potentials occurring in the
biological synapses are replicated by carefully choosing the
pulse voltage amplitude for the potentiation and depression.
Fig. 6c shows one cycle of the potentiation and depression curve
for the Pt/MoO3/Pt device with pulse amplitude Vp = 3 V and
pulse time 200 ms. We applied 40 pulses for potentiation and
depression in all the cases. The enhancement of the post-
synaptic current (PSC) can be seen for negative pulse voltages.
For the positive pulses, the PSC reduces with the number of
voltage pulses resulting in a forgetting curve. The enhancement
and reduction of the post-synaptic current typically resembles
the learning (LTP) curve and forgetting (LTD) curve in the bio-
logical synapse. If one carefully observes the post-synaptic
current, there is a slow reduction in the current level aer
each potentiation cycle. This effect can be attributed to the
incomplete SET process for the number of pulses we have used.
This effectively reduces the current level at the end of the
following depression cycle. This might effectively give a smaller
post-synaptic current at the end of each cycle. Further, if one
takes the absolute change within a given cycle, the overall
change is within the measurement limits (1 to 2 × 10−10 shown
in Fig. S4b).†

In all our measurements, we see the synaptic weight update
showing nonlinear behaviour. It follows a double exponential
given by

PSC = I0 + A0 exp[−(x − x0)/t1] + A1 exp[−(x − x0)/t2] (1)

Here, I0 is the initial synaptic current, x0 is 1 and 41 for
potentiation and depression curves respectively. The synaptic
weight update during the potentiation occurs with two different
time constants indicated by t1 and t2 as shown in eqn (1). For
both the potentiation and depression the initial synaptic weight
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 6 (a) Schematic diagram of biological synapse. (b) The artificial synapse using the two-terminal devices based on layered MoO3. We used
prefabricated Pt electrodes. (c) Single cycle of potentiation and depression curve for Pt/MoO3/Pt device. The continuous curve is fitted using
a double exponential as shown in eqn (1). A pulse of amplitude 3 V with pulse width 200 ms was used. (d) Series of potentiation and depression
curves measured to check the stability of the device. (e) The non-linearity calculated for the Pt/MoO3/Pt devices. 20th pulse is used to quantify
the nonlinearity. (f) Potentiation and depression curves for continuously varying pulse voltage pulses. Progressively, thememory retention can be
improved by repeated learning–forgetting operation as indicated by DI after each cycle. (g) The evolution of DI with each cycle of potentiation
and depression.
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update is fast and has a smaller time constant. From the tting
of the potentiation curve, we obtain t1 and t2 as 2.92 and 49.3 s
respectively. Similarly, for the depression curve aer tting with
eqn (1), we obtain t1 and t2 as 2.88 and 17.9 s respectively. This
means the Pt/MoO3/Pt devices show inherently fast synaptic
weight updates in both potentiation and depression. A similar
trend of time constants were also determined elsewhere.64,65

To check the reliability of the potentiation and depression,
we performed the measurements for multiple cycles with
multiple pulse voltages. Fig. 6d displays the results of such
measurements which show consistent learning and forgetting
curves. Again, the negative voltage pulses are used for potenti-
ation (learning) and positive pulses are used for depression
(forgetting) curves. The potentiation and depression follow eqn
(1) for all the cycles. Interestingly, the total synaptic weight
update (DI) for individual pulse voltage remains almost inde-
pendent of pulse voltage used as shown in Fig. S2 in the ESI.†
This also indicates that various pulse voltages used with the
ideal pulse sequence do not cause appreciable change in the
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
learning and forgetting curves. The potentiation and depression
always show a nonlinear update as shown in Fig. 6e. We
calculated the nonlinearity (NL) factor as a parameter that
quanties the device quality. We used the 20th pulse as
a reference for the NL factor calculation. For the Pt/MoO3/Pt
device, our measurements show that the nonlinearity factor is
∼0.69 and the calculated nonlinear factor for various pulse
voltages used changes within the error margin. This means an
ideal series of pulse voltages would not help the device to show
a linear learning (potentiation) and forgetting (depression).

Memory retention for a long time is an essential character-
istic of the human brain. This is very important when multiple
learning (potentiation)–forgetting (depression)–relearning
operations are done. We applied a non-ideal pulse sequence to
the device and monitored the PSC for many cycles. We
increased the pulse voltage from 1.6 V to 3.6 V in steps of 40 mV
per step. As shown in Fig. 6f, multiple cycles of operation
resulted in an enhanced memory indicated by DI. The gradual
increase in the retention is indicated by the double sided arrow
RSC Adv., 2024, 14, 2518–2528 | 2525
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aer each cycle (Fig. 6f). As the device is subjected to multiple
cycles of potentiation and depression, the memory retention
also increases. The growth of memory retention in such a case
follows

PSC = I0 + A0 exp[−x/s] (2)

Here, I0 and A0 are 3.11 × 10−6 and −3.10 × 10−6 respectively.
The characteristic inverse time constant is about 0.652 s. In this
way, our device shows the typical learning–forgetting–relearn-
ing process, typically shown by a biological synapse. In the case
of a biological synapse, repeated learning will enhance the
memory retention with progressive increase in the memory
aer a forgetting process.65
4 Conclusions

In summary, we fabricated multilayered, low dimensional
MoO3 based articial synaptic devices using pre-fabricated Pt
electrodes separated by 5 mm. The initial characterisation shows
that the CVD-prepared a-MoO3 are grown in a lamellar structure
evidenced by high resolution transmission electron microscopy
images. We observe excellent synaptic characteristics, including
consistent potentiation and depression curves lasting multiple
cycles. The potentiation and depression curves follow a double
exponential growth. The excitatory post-synaptic current (EPSC)
depends on the spike rate and we nd that the device can show
transition from short-term memory to long-term memory
depending on the spike rate applied. By repeated learning–
forgetting–learning operations, the memory retention can be
improved. Our studies on lamellar MoO3 can pave the way to
design and fabricate the high performing articial synaptic
devices. By ne tuning the spike frequency of operation, we can
achieve 100% enhancement in memory which is essential in
designing optimally operating neuromorphic devices in future
computing applications.
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